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10/01/2022 1719HRS I was driving down first street and on the corner of first st and san   

Jose st there was a white truck parked in a handicap Zone, they did not have a 
placard displayed, they also did not have a sticker on there plates. I gave them a 
ticket for city code violation 7-4-420 restricted parking - handicapped zone. When 
I was writing I was contact by the a a man and security guard. The security guard 
said he would have the guy move it, No other issues to report. I left first street at 
1740 HRS 

10/01/2022 1637HRS I was driving down San Jose Street when I noticed a car that I   
           have previously gave a parking warning for parking over 72 hours, this vehicle 

hasn't move in over 72 so I wrote them a ticket for city code violation 7-4-710 no 
parking in excess of 72 hours, no other issues to report I left San Jose Street at 
1649HRS 

10/01/2022 1816HRS I was driving down sixth when I notice a car that was parked the  
wrong way, so I wrote them a parking warning, while I was writing the warning 
the owner of the vehicle came outside to talk to me. I informed him that it was 
just a warning. No other issues to report I left sixth st at 1827HRS 

10/01/2022 1759HRS I was driving down muckelemi st when I notice two vehicles that I  
had previously given parking warnings to for parking over 72 hours these 
vehicles have still not moved so I wrote both vehicles tickets for city code 
violation 7-4-710 no parking in excess of 72 hours. When I started to write the 
tickets the owner of the vehicles came up to me and start talking with me I let him 
know that we have given him warnings and now we are giving him tickets 
because it has been over 72 hours since the warnings. No other issues to report I 
left muckelemi st at 1930HRS 

10/01/2022 2109HRS I was driving down Lang CT when I notice a vehicle that was  
           parked in the red zone, I wrote them a ticket for city code violation 7-4-100 

stopping in specified places, no other issues to report. I left Lang CT at 2120HRS 
10/01/2022 2319HRS I was driving down mukelemi ST when I noticed a car that I gave  

a parking warning to.Since then the vehicle has not moved, it has been over 72 
hours since the warning so I gave the vehicle a ticket for city code violation 7-4-
710, no other issues to report I left mukelemi st at 2325HRS 

10/02/2022 1703HRS I arrived at Mission Vista Apartments, where I notice a vehicle on  
via sierra and first street parked in a red zone so I gave them a ticket for city 
code violation 7-4-100 stopping in specified places. No other issues to report. I 
left Mission Vista Apartments at 1716HRS 

10/02/2022 1806HRS I arrived on Third Street to check up on a car that I gave a  



Parking warning to when a lady came up to me asking me questions about the 
tickets, she told me that her friend got towed, no other issues to report I left Third 
street at 1812HRS 

10/02/2022 1846HRS I arrived on Third Street to Conducted a foot patrol, during my  
foot patrol I came across two vehicles parked in red zone so I gave them tickets 
for city code violation 7-4-100 stopping in specified places. Most of the business 
were opened, no other issues to report. I left third street at 1911HRS 

10/02/2022 1933HRS I was driving down Ahwahnee st when I notice a vehicle parked  
the wrong way, so I gave them a parking warning, when I was writing this 
warning the own of the vehicle came out side and asked me of she was getting a 
ticket, reassured her that it was only a warning, no other issues to report. I left 
Ahwahnee st at 1944HRS 

10/02/2022 2000HRS I arrived at Mission Garden Apartments, where I noticed a vehicle  
parked in a handicap Zone with no placard or stickers on their license plate. I 
gave them a ticket for city code violation 7-4-420 restricted parking handicapped 
zone, no other issues to report I left Mission Garden Apartments at 2012HRS 

10/02/2022 2040HRS I was driving down muckelemi st when I notice a vehicle that had  
been parked for over 72-hours. I gave them a parking warning for SJBMC 7-4-
710, while I was writing the parking warning a man came up to me asking if I was 
the new security company working for the city I responded with yes, no other 
issues to report I left muckelemi st at 2053HRS 

10/02/2022 2336HRS we arrived at the area of fifth and seventh Street because we had  
seen possibly 3 cars that have been parked over 72 hours. I wrote parking 
warnings for SJBMC 7-4-710 

10/03/2022 2256: conducted a foot patrol in the downtown area of 3rd st. Verified that  
all business doors were locked for the exception of Inaka Japanese restaurant. 
Alarm did not go off. I locked unlocked door. Restaurant is now secure. 

10/04/2022 1951 while patrolling Monterey st spotted a semi truck entering town  
towards Valero followed behind and found the semi parked on the side of the 
road facing the freeway. I approached the driver door of the semi and told the 
driver, vehicles over 3 tons are not allowed within SJB. He said he was passing 
through and would leave shortly as he was just grabbing something from the 
store really fast, I told him okay and proceeded to walk back to my patrol vehicle. 
I was approached by a woman and asked what he was doing there and I 
informed her he would be leaving shortly and I had instructed him that vehicles of 
that size were not allowed. She asked if I was going to cite him and I explained 
that I believed Rich Brown had stated that semis if they were passing through 
would not be cited, to which she responded angrily so your not going to cite him? 
To which I responded as of now no but I can go ahead and confirm with Rich 
Brown on how to go about this situation to which she responded "No I will speak 
with him about this tomorrow" and drove off. I was not able to turn on my body 
cam for this conversation. I returned to my patrol car and proceeded to call Rich 
Brown to make sure I had done the correct thing and he instructed me on the rule 
for them and advised that it was okay for this time but next time a citation is to be 



given as soon as they activate there airbrakes. As I was doing this the driver 
decided to return into San Juan instead of leaving towards the freeway as I had 
told him. When this happened I was approached by the woman again and was 
told now you let him go back into town I managed to turn on my body cam and 
told her that I had instructed him to leave via the freeway but I cannot dictate his 
actions as to where he goes. She was very displeased and asked for my name 
which I provided and proceeded to drive away. During this whole encounter she 
was talking to me in a very unpleasant tone and very angrily but not yelling, I kept 
professionalism throughout. Nothing further to report 

10/04/2022 2225 patrolled downtown SJB checked all doors and made sure they were  
secure. While doing the walk-around pulled on Trouble maker toys door and the 
alarm went off notified Rich brown, dispatch, and netcom to inform them that 
security had accidentally set it off since the alarm is very sensitive. 

10/05/2022 2345HRS conducted 2 citations of 65 dollars SJBMC 7-4-710 on a Nissan  
truck grey on fifth st and Washington st and a scion sedan grey on polk st and 
fifth st. The sedan has a flat tire. And the truck has plants and spider webs on the 
tires. It's been more than 72 hours and they haven't been moved.Nothing further 

10/06/2022 0031: wrote a green tag 72 hour parking warning on Washington St for a  
Black Nissan #8UZY368 

10/07/2022 1745 semi got stuck on roundabelt out in rancho Vista 
                   1800 Sheriff's are on the way with tow truck Driver stated GPS gave him       
                            inconsistent directions 
                   1859 I took down drivers license # Y2472112 First Name: Ranjt Last name :   
                           Singh License plate # YP52715 Truck company: Blue River Brokers 
                          Company Address : 4725 Panama lane 
10/08/2022 2045 while patrolling downtown SJB was contacted by an older female who  

said she was the owner of one of the businesses she asked if I would be 
patrolling this area and I said yes she then said if she sees me later tonight she 
will flag me down to talk about an issue since she was busy walking her 
dog.Nothing further to report 

10/08/2022 2100 while passing through downtown SJB again was stopped by the older    
female again. She questioned me about a citation she had received but did not 
state her reason for asking [footage of event on body cam] 

10/10/2022 1829HRS I arrived on san Jose Street where I notice a vehicle that I have to  
a ticket for parking over 72 last so i called rich and asked him what to do he said 
to ticket the vehicle, my partner came to ticket no other issues to report on San 
Jose st at 1845HRS 

10/10/2022 2205HRS I arrived at Hacienda Hotel, vehicle had followed me into the  
parking lot and when I turned around, he told me to roll the window down, my 
cars window doesn't work so I open the door and turn on my body cam he ask if 
I'm follow him now I responded with your following me. He kept saying I driving 
by his house I told him I don't know you. He eventually left and I took a picture of 
his pates no other issues to report I left Hacienda Hotel at 2216HRS 

10/12/2022 0130: patrolled through Copperleaf area. During patrol 232 Copperleaf Ln.  



had a black Acura RDX Lic. 8GGG560 with the back driver side door wide open. 
Rang doorbell and knocked on door, but did not get an answer. I then shut the 
door to the vehicle and left a note on the front door of the home.Nothing further to 
report. Area is clear and secure. 

10/13/2022 2350: patrolled through mission Vista apartments. Issued a warning for  
parking 18 inches from curb to a silver Nissan Altima lic.7RFH478. Nothing 
further to report. Area is clear and secure. 

10/15/2022 1747HRS i driving down San Jose Street when i notice a car that i have  
ticket multiple times this vehicle still has not move so i gave other ticket i left san 
jose street at 1757HRS 

10/15/2022 1815HRS i arrived at Rancho Vista Community, i notice a vehicle parked 18  
inches away from the curb so I gave them a parking warning no other issues to 
report I left Rancho Vista at 1837HRS 

10/15/2022 1918HRS I arrived on Third Street to Conducted a foot patrol, I notice two  
vehicles parked in red zones I gave them both tickets, no other issues to report I 
left third street at 1955HRS 

10/15/2022 2013HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN, i notice a truck parked the wrong way,  
I gave them a parking warning no other issues to report I left Copperleaf LN at 
2029HRS 

10/16/2022 1710HRS I arrived at Rancho Vista Community, I notice a car parked the  
wrong way, I gave the vehicle a parking warning. No other issues to report I left 
Rancho Vista Community at 1729HRS 

10/16/2022 1751HRS I arrived Lang st where I notice a vehicle that parked over 72  
hours gave them a parking warning, I also notice a trailer parked on the street I 
gave them a parking warning, after I gave the parking warning I was contacted by 
a male in his 50s to 60s I turn on my body cam no other issues to report I left 
Lang st at 1830HRS 

10/17/2022 1640- conducted patrol observed all residential areas of Rancho vista  
Community and came across a vehicle, Nissan pathfinder #7RSR161 parked 
opposite side of street on caetano way and Rancho vista way. Nothing else to 
report all clear. 

10/17/2022 1712- on patrol observed a dodger truck parked away from curb 18" or more  
in the community on Lang st. And Lang CT. Warning was issued and picture was 
taken 

10/17/2022 1936HRS I arrived at Windmill parking where I notice a big rig parked in the  
lot, I took a picture of his pate and wrote him a ticket , no other issues to report I 
left windmill parking lot at 1950HRS 

10/19/2022 1832HRS conducted patrol at the windmill market. A young 17 year old  
female was harassing a windmill female cashier saying to not give her attitude 
when the cashier wasn't. I came back to the market to check up on the female 
cashier. I will check up on the cashier later. Nothing further 

10/19/2022 2030HRS conducted patrol at the windmill market. The cashier who  



was harrased told me that the 17 year old is not allowed at the windmill market 
because she would steal alcohol. I told her I have deputy miller's number so 
whenever they have another issue they should call. Nothing further 

10/20/2022 1752 spotted vehicle parked in the red zone on the corner of 3rd/Mariposa  
drove around to confirm and J. Parga began to write the citation once the photos 
were taken at 1801. While writing citation the owner of the vehicle came out and 
began to ask what was going on to. Which our body cams came on and J.parga 
explained she was parked in red she then began explaining why she was parked 
there J. Parga explained that the citation had already been written to which she 
said "People in this town are vengeful" J.Parga then asked if that was a threat to 
which she responded no and a little later said people in this town are vengeful . 
She drove off from area after putting somethings in her vehicle (Description: Red 
Subaru outback with Oregon plate 591 HWX Owner of vehicle: White female 
,approx. 5'6" approx. 150 lbs. tan dress with flower pattern) Notified Kysmet 
dispatch, sheriff departure, and Rich Brown 

10/20/2022 1844 while patrolling ahnee st noticed a vehicle parked in the opposite  
direction of traffic , a green warning was given. Nothing further to report 

10/20/2022 1924 J. Praga gave a citation to a silver BMW san jose st/ third st 
10/20/2022 1936 gave a 72 hour notice to a black BMW on Tahualami/2nd st. 
10/20/2022 1955 J. Parga gave a citation to a blue Nissan truck Stephen's drive/Lang st 
10/20/2022 2012 spotted semi truck going through downtown SJB . Once he stopped  

instructed him he was not allowed within city limits. Driver said he was lost and 
we instructed him out and a citation written. Nothing further to report 

10/20/2022 2120 patrolled downtown SJB, while patrolling found bliss blendz open.  
Notified Rich brown but the owner was not able to be contacted so we were told 
to standby and contact the sheriff department. Contacted the sheriff department 
and they told us to standby for a sheriffs officer to arrive. The owner arrived at 
2225 and cleared the building, 2231 called the sheriffs dispatch and notified them 
the building was cleared and secured 

10/21/2022 2240 foot patrolled downtown sjb , while patrolling found the restroom for  
Durden construction open locked it and took a photo after it was cleared. Nothing 
further to report 

10/22/2022 1840HRS i arrived on first street/ san Jose street where I noticed to vehicles  
parked the wrong way and one vehicle parked in the red zone, i gave them 
parking warnings and a parking ticket for the red curb, no other issues to report I 
left san Jose street at 1906HRS 

10/22/2022 1959HRS I arrived on Third street to Conducted a foot patrol. I notice a  
vehicle parking in a handicap Zone with no placard or sticker. I gave this vehicle 
a parking ticket, this vehicle was located on Third at Washington St, no other 
issues to report i left third street at 2029HRS 

10/22/2022 2130 suspicious vehicle seen around 1st/ San Jose st (Description:  
Burgundy or black Mercedes convertible 4 occupants 1 male 3 young females) 
guard from event center notified us that the vehicle started to circle around the 
block and while yelling at 2 other females with a backpack. Sheriff office was 



called due to the aggressor party lying in wait for the party they were looking to 
confront. They left after a while in a black Mercedes Benz plate 
number:8WWC662. 

10/22/2022 2230 while patrolling downtown sjb found the door to INAKA open and  
           unlocked. Noticed. Rich brown and he instructed us to call the sheriff department 

and waited for them to come and clear the area. Sheriff department came and 
cleared the area and the business owner was contacted. Business owner 
secured the building nothing further to report 

10/23/2022 1837HRS I arrived at Rancho Vista Community, rich called me and ask me  
to go back to old San Juan road, no issues to report i left Rancho Vista 
Community at 1843HRS 

10/23/2022 1848HRS I arrived on old San Juan road , I didn't see the vehicle so i  
           wanted for rich to show. I gave rich a update and he told me that pick up trucks 

are ok but big rigs are not. I left old San Juan road at 1935HRS 
10/24/2022 2050HRS I arrived at Mission Vista Apartments, there was a white pick up   
          truck parked in a red zone I gave this vehicle a parking ticket for city code 

violation 7-4-100. No other issues to report I left Mission Vista Apartments at 
2102HRS 

10/25/2022 0050: patrolled through cemetery. Upon arrival a Grey Toyota lic. 8XGA166  
and a white Lexus were parked on the property. As I was getting license plate 
numbers both vehicles left the property. Nothing further to report. 

10/25/2022 0539: checked on Valero gas station. Upon arrival 3 semi trucks pulled into  
           veterans hall area. I informed them that they were not permitted to park 

anywhere in town. They then left without incident. Nothing further to report. Area 
is secure. 

10/26/2022 2326: patrolled through mission. Upon arrival lights a office were on. Door  
           was locked. Men's bathroom door was open and light were on. Bathroom was 

clear. I then shut off lights and shut door. Was unable to lock bathroom door. Will 
continue to monitor. Nothing further to report. 

10/27/2022 2119 patrolled downtown sjb , was flagged down by a resident. He asked if I  
           could call a tow truck as someone had parked in his driveway , I informed him 

that I could not make that call and a sheriffs officer would be the one to make the 
decision. I gave a citation to the vehicle per Rich browns instruction. Officer 
arrived shortly after and decided to tow the vehicle. Vehicle was not towed as the 
owner came out at 2207 when the tow truck was about to load it and was 
instructed to move vehicle by the sheriffs officer nothing further to report 

10/28/2022 1746: big rig got stuck turning on 1st/ Tahualami st. Reversed back to 2nd  
st. Followed until vehicle left city limits. No contact made. 

10/28/2022 2001 while patrolling downtown sjb cited a vehicle for parking in front of a  
driveway and red curb on 3rd and Washington 

10/29/2022 1759 hrs while patrolling mukelemi st noticed a vehicle parked in the 
crosswalk gave the vehicle a citation and notified Rich brown as the residents 
were being rude. Nothing further to report 

10/29/2022 1704HRS I arrived at Third St and Muckelemi st and noticed a vehicle 18  



inches from the curb. I wrote the vehicle a citation for city code violation. 
10/29/2022 1750HRS I arrived at Third St and North and noticed a grey sedan facing  

the wrong way. I gave the vehicle a citation . I left Third St and North at 1807HRS 
10/29/2022 1830HRS I arrived at Third St, I conducted a foot patrol. I noticed a vehicle  

parked 18 inches from the curb and received confirmation from Rich to give the 
vehicle a citation. I left Third St at 1903HRS 

10/29/2022 1912HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN and noticed a truck parked in a cross  
walk. I gave the vehicle a citation. I left Copperleaf LN at 1930HRS 

10/29/2022 1953HRS I arrived at Franklin and Sixth St and noticed a car parked the  
wrong way. I wrote the vehicle a parking warning. I left Franklin and Sixth St at 
2000HRS 

10/29/2022 2006 HRS I arrived at Third St and noticed a black sedan parked 18 inches  
from the curb. I wrote the vehicle a parking citation. I left Third St at 2012HRS 

10/30/2022 1703HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN and Cypress where I noticed a vehicle  
parked in a cross walk. I wrote this vehicle a citation for city code violation 7-4- 
100 stopping in specific places "cross walk" ,no other issues to report. I left  
Copperleaf LN and Cypress at 1722HRS 

10/30/2022 2029HRS I did a close patrol between Third and Fifth St because of an 
illegal firework going off. I was unable to locate the area from which the firework 
originated. I left the area between Third and Fifth St at 2040HRS 

10/30/2022 2127HRS I arrived at Hacienda Hotel where I noticed a vehicle illegally  
parked in a handicapped zone. I wrote this vehicle a citation for city code violation 7-4-

420 restricted parking handicapped zone, no other issues to report. I left 
Hacienda Hotel at 2154HRS 

10/31/2022 1931: During patrol on 3rd St. a group of 5 teenagers were yelling towards  
my vehicle. As I drove away an object was thrown at my vehicle. Did not get a 
visual of who threw the object. 

11/01/2022 0239: patrolled through windmill. A female pulled up to my vehicle asking if I  
had seen her daughter. She gave a description of the daughter and the vehicle 
she might be in. Nothing further to report. 

11/01/2022 0240: patrolled through streets near dog park, where female previously  
reported her daughter was picked up by friend. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


